
Automation adoption fears? You should be more worried 
about not adopting it

Preparing your workflow to adopt more automation should, before anything else, be a philosophical rather than a technological shift

Executive summary

Automation is going to be the order of the day in tomorrow’s industry, and 
that’s speaking literally. Digital has already changed the way we make things 
so rapidly, an automation methodology might be emerging now that renders 
your entire business model obsolete by tomorrow morning unless you’re 
prepared to get on board.

Business data provider Statista reported as long ago as 2017 that the global market for 

factory automation was expected to increase by 3.5 percent across the next three years, and 

with good reason. It will increase productivity and the quality of your output, reduce errors 

and flaws in your processes and products, resulting in a better bottom line.

 So it’s not a question if but when, and a good place to start is with your philosophy rather 

than the actual tools or solutions, such as conveyors belts, trucks or 3D printers. And that 

philosophy is taking shape using cues from an unexpected quarter – videogames. The way 

we use automated tools like the machine learning in a game engine and the controller to 

slaughter zombies, cast spells or race in souped up muscle cars is the perfect analogy for 

the way automation is starting to work in the manufacturing industry.

 That sounds glib, but manufacturing and its attendant marketing is going to look like a 

global massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMOPRG), a vast virtual environment 

where you interact with collaborators like manufacturers, designers, contractors, builders, 

architects, warehouses, retailers and even customers. Everything will be hosted in the cloud 

and you’re going to get instant feedback on what everyone else is thinking and doing, letting 

you react immediately.

 Imagine a team dispersed across industries and locations designing the frame of a 

bicycle, everyone able to access and work on the 3D design files as the industrial designer 

does his or her work. The materials scientist might make adjustments based on the weight 

properties of the metal the project will use. The manufacturing manager can make tweaks 

so it falls inside the parameters of the machinery on the floor, avoiding expensive production 

line retooling. And the marketing team can experiment with colour schemes and graphics to 

bring it to life in advertising.

 Digital 3D representations that all talk the same language are going to be the realm where 

manufacturing of the future happens. Whether it’s a shoe or a skyscraper, you’ll refine your 

design, send it to the factory floor for self-driving machinery to construct, assign distribution 

fleets to transport it and hear what customers think all in the same digital systems.
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Enabling the new world

 Two things are enabling the new world of digitally driven automation. The first is ever-

cheaper cloud computing, resources assembled and deployed on a collective basis that are 

far more powerful than what any single company or entity can aggregate.

 The cloud provides storage and access to all the data we and our machinery care to 

produce as well as the means to combine, repurpose and interrogate it for finer-grained 

knowledge than ever before.

 Instead of business and industrial data sitting isolated in closed-off silos the world over it 

becomes part of a global dataset that benefits everyone depending on their needs.

 And the other is applicable machine learning. As exciting and cool as 3D digital design 

is in industrial concepting, architecture or CGI armies for movies, anyone who does it for 

a living knows that no matter how good the software is, it’s a laborious, tedious and error- 

prone process.

 That’s where AI-driven processes like generative design (GD) are set to shake things up. 

Using AI and the compute power of the cloud, GD enables designers and engineers to create 

thousands of design options by simply defining their problem through parameters such as 

materials, manufacturing methods, and cost constraints.

 You might tell the system you want a car engine, a plane or a shoe, give it the variables like 

how heavy it has to be, what it has to be made of and the dimensions. The technology then 

explores all the possible permutations of a solution, quickly generating design alternatives 

that match your criteria so you can just pick the best one.

Starting the journey

 Once you’ve made the decision to embrace automation, start by recognising that it’s 

impossible to do everything at once. Choose one or two areas you think will be most 

impactful to your business in the coming few years, make very solid plans to shut off 

a method or service inside your company on a specific date to adopt an automated 

replacement, and shout it from the rooftops so everybody’s on board.

 To reach that point, do exercises and dry runs with your people where you imagine what 

the future is like in a given area and deploy the automated workflow you think will fit. You 

might be wrong, and during a dry run that’s okay – you’ll identify trends and issues that 

will help you retest and get it right when it’s time to flip the switch.

 As to when you should start, this is no time for caution. More likely than not, there is 

someone out there right now building a company or business model that’s already based 

on automation. They’ve seen – and are acting on – the opportunities, and the only thing 

stopping you doing the same is taking the first step. n
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